Italian, Swiss & French Vaniti – 17/18D
Visit: Rome 3N |Florence 1N | Venice 2N | Milan 1N | Lugano 1N | Lucerne 2N | Interlaken 2N
| Geneva 1N | Paris 4N |
Sightseeing: Rome – City tour with Colosseum, Vatican City tour, Pizza making, Excursion to
Pompeii and Naples | Florence – Visit Tivoli region , Florence orientation tour, Pisa Tour |
Venice – Gondola ride, Half day Murano, Burano and Torcello, Venice walking tour, Visit Verona
region | Milan – Orientation tour, Excursion to Lake Como and Belliga | Lugano – Swiss
miniature park | Lucerne- Lake Lucerne cruise, Mt. Titlis excursion | Interlaken – Visit
Ballenberg Open air museum, Orientation tour of Interlaken, Mt. Jungfraujoch excursion |
Geneva – Visit Bern and Clock tower, Orientation tour of Geneva | Paris - Illumination tour of
Paris with Cruise & Eiffel tower , Excursion to Versailles, Excursion to Champagne region, Visit
the Disney land

Itinerary
Day 01: Arrive Rome | Afternoon City tour with Colosseum
Welcome to Rome!! On arrival at Rome you will clear customs and
collect your bags. You will be transferred to the hotel on private
vehicle. Check in the hotel(early check in not guaranteed) Later in
afternoon depart for the half day Rome City tour with Colosseum.
Arrive at Piazza Venezia you then continue on foot to the famous
Piazza Del Campidoglio designed by Michelangelo from where
you will have a fantastic view of the Roman Forum. Later drive by
the Circus Maximus and the Aventino Hill. Stop to admire the beautiful statue of Moses by
Michelangelo located in the Church of St. Peter's in Chains from where it will take us 5 minutes

to reach the symbol of the eternal city: The Colosseum (visit inside, the entrance fee is included).
Due to seasonal opening times the itinerary may be altered without notice. After the tour you
will return back to the hotel. Overnight in Rome Hotel. Meals: None

Day 02: Rome | Vatican City tour | Pizza making in evening
Enjoy breakfast at the hotel. Today morning depart to visit the
Vatican in your chauffer driven private vehicle. As the tour begins
, we pass through Piazza della Repubblica with the Fountain of the
Nayads and following the ancient Aurelian walls which once
surrounded the ancient city. From Piazza del Popolo where you
will see an Egyptian obelisk dating back to the time of Ramses II.
Finally, on arrival at the Vatican Walls, your local guide will then
lead you into the Vatican Museums taking the beautiful Spiral
staircase and continuing through the Gallery of the Tapestries
andthe Gallery of the Geographical Maps before arriving in the famous Sistine Chapel with its
magnificent fresco of the Last Judgement by Michelangelo, at the end of the tour time free to
visit the St. Peter's Basilica. After the tour you will be dropped back to the hotel. Rest of the day
is free. Later in the evening, you will be picked from the hotel and dropped for Pizza making class.
The class is at the popular That's Amore restaurant, a few steps from the Trevi Fountain, is a 90minute pizza making lesson perfect for all ages. Our chef will guide you through the Italian
tradition of preparing pizza dough from scratch, explain techniques and tips on making the best
dough, and teach you how to dress your pizza properly. You will be given your own ingredients
in order to top the pizza with whatever you like and experiment with various recipes. At the end
you will eat what you have prepared and discover whether your skill level is now that of a real
Pizzaiolo. Drink and dessert included. This hands-on, famil y friendly class is a fun and delicious
experience for all ages! After the tour you will be dropped back to the hotel. Overnight in Rome
hotel. Meals: Breakfast & Dinner (Pizza)

Day 03: Rome | Full day Excursion to Pompeii and Naples
After breakfast, depart early today to visit Pompeii and Naples.
Leaving Rome in a southerly direction, we take the Highway of the
Sun crossing the fertile Roman countryside. This is approximately
halfway along the highway, you will be able to see the Abbey of
Montecassino, noted for the famous battle and complete
destruction during the Second World War. Descending towards
the port of Mergellina and following the coastal road, we arrive in
the ancient fishing quarter of Santa Lucia and see the impressive
Castel dell'Ovo (photo stop). The city tour continues crossing the historical centre to see Piazza
del Plebiscito, the Royal Palace, the Gallery of Umberto I and the imposing Maschio Angioino.
Upon leaving the city, we cross the fertile valley of Mount Vesuvius, before finally arriving at
Pompeii, where we stop first for lunch. After that we will visit the excavations on foot with a local
guide on an archaeological journey through the ancient city. In apporx. 2 hours you will see some

of what has been discovered in more than 1,700 years since Pompeii was covered by ashes during
the eruption of Vesuvius in the year 79 AD. We can picture the everyday life of the Imperial Age
and imagine the panic felt by the people in those last few minutes before the city was so
disastrously buried. At the end of the visit to Pompeii we will return to the vehicle for a journey
of approx. 3 hours back to Rome. During this excursion we will visit a coral and cameo factory
where we will have the opportunity to admire and purchase items of this ancient craft. After the
tour you will be dropped back to the hotel. Overnight in Rome Hotel. Meals: Breakfast

Day 4: Rome - Florence | Enroute visit Villa Adriana and Villa
D'Este | Walking tour of Florence
After breakfast, check out of the hotel and transfer to Florence.
Enroute visit the Tivoli Villa Adriana and Villa D'Este . Two of the
largest and most luxurious residences ever made in the
countryside. You will get access to the fabulous thermal baths,
temples, theatres, pools, gardens, fountains, breathtaking
waterfalls and ancient trees. After the visit drive onwards to
Florence enroute lunch (on own). Check in the hotel. Rest and freshen up. Later you will be picked
from hotel and depart for the walking city tour. Our walk begins in Piazza SS. Annunziata, an
integral public space in the Florence city center. Here we look at one of the most important
architectural spaces in Florence, the Ospedale degli Innocenti, designed by Filippo Brunelleschi,
and the cityscape context that surrounds it. After a 10-minute stroll down the shop- and cafefilled Via dei Servi, we will arrive at Brunelleschi's later masterpiece, the Duomo. We will make a
circuit of the exterior (as the church itself is closed at this hour) and discuss the importance of
the cathedral and nearby Baptistery in Florentine art and civic history. We will surely move
deeper into the center, perhaps to Piazza Signoria, the government center of Renaissance
Florence, or to Piazza Repubblica, lined with some of the most famous cafes in Florence. After
the tour you will return back to the vehicle and transfer back to the hotel. Overnight in Florence
hotel. Meals: Breakfast

Day 05: Florence | Visit Pisa – Venice | Gondola ride in evening
After breakfast, you will check out and go on wards to visit the
Pisa. Pisa is one of the most visited cities in Tuscany and it is
famous for its Leaning Tower. The beautiful Piazza dei Miracoli is
among the most beautiful monumental complexes in the world.
The town's most prosperous period was undoubtedly the 12th
century and this is witnessed by the urban shape of the old town
centre with many buildings, squares and alleyways that run along
the river Arno, which was for centuries the major communication
route. It has always been an estuary town and was already an important naval base in Roman
times intensifying trade in the Mediterranean. Pisa is also famous for one of the most prestigious
higher learning institutions of Europe: the Scuola Normale Superiore. Visit of the interior of the
Cathedral and the exterior of the Leaning Tower and Monumental Cemetery. Have free time to

wonder in the square and take plenty of pictures. Later you will drive onwards to the Venice.
Check in the hotel and rest of the day is free. Later in evening join a flotilla of Gondolas gathered
around a barge containing the Musicians and Singers to float along the fascinating Grand Canal,
glittering in the reflection of the illuminated facades of the sumptuous Palazzos. Return in the
dark stillness of some of Venice's interior canals. Return back to the hotel. Overnight in Venice
hotel. Meals: Breakfast

Day 06: Venice | Half day Murano, Burano & Torcello | Venice
Walking tour
After breakfast, today you will depart for the half day tour. Sailing
past the island of San Giorgio Maggiore, the Public Gardens, the
tip of Sant'Elena and the famous Lido beach resort, the boat
arrives in Murano, known throughout the world for its glass
manufacturing industry. Here we stop for around 40 minutes to
visit to one of the factories. The second stop is at the picturesque
island of Burano, famous not only for its lace but also for the fishermen's houses painted in bright
colours. The stop will last about 30 minutes. Then after a short cruise, we reach Torcello, the
earliest centre of civilization in the estuary. Only the Cathedral with its magnificent mosaics and
the church of Santa Fosca remain as testimony of its former glory. The stop will be for about 30
minutes then we return to St.Mark's Square. You will also visit the glass factory. After the tour
you will be enjoy lunch(on own). Later in afternoon enjoy the walking tour of Venice. Have a walk
outdoors through the most characteristic and important places for the history of Venice. An
essential tour for the understanding of Venice! Route: Piazza San Marco - Origins, history and
description of the main monuments: Basilica San Marco, Palazzo Ducale, Bell Tower, Clock Tower
and Procuratie. Santa Maria Formosa - History and anecdotes related to this wonderful and
characteristic square. Campo SS. Giovanni e Paolo - The Pantheon of Venice, the Great School of
Charity, the Captains of fortune. Marco Polo's House and Malibran Theatre. Anecdotes and past
and recent history cross each other in this beautiful corner of Venice. Return to San Marco
through the Mercerie, vital connection between Rialto and San Marco and the main street for
the city shopping.(no entries)
Overnight in Venice hotel. Meals: Breakfast

Day 07: Venice – Milan | Visit Verona | Milan orientation tour |
After breakfast, check out and transfer onwards to Milan. Enroute
explore Verona walking tour. Enjoy a leisurely walk through the
historical center to see Verona's Roman ruins, enchanting churches
and architectural gems from all periods. Listen to your local guide's
stories about Verona's remarkable urban structure, which has been
outstandingly preserved over thousands of years, lending to the
historical center's UNESCO World Heritage status. Arrive at Verona
Arena, a Roman amphitheater built in 30 AD, and admire it's
architecture from the outside. This one of the best preserved structures of its kind. Learn about

the damage, destruction, repairs and renovations that the arena has seen over the centuries.
Hear stories about its grand arena, and discover how it once held some 30,000 spectators for its
bloody games and performances. Today, the arena is internationally acclaimed for its large-scale
opera performances, most notably the Verona Arena Festival (Arena di Verona Festival), a
summer opera festival. Imagine the excitement of thousands of fans sitting on the tiered stone
seats amid the candle-lit arena as some of the world's most highly acclaimed opera singers
perform on center stage. After learning about Verona Arena and taking photos outside, continue
your tour visiting Juliet's House (Casa di Giulietta) and its famous Balcony, the house that inspired
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, and then follow your guide back to Piazza Erbe and Ponte Pietra
to conclude your tour. Return back to the vehicle after the tour and move onwards to Milan.
Check in at the hotel and freshen up. Later in evening depart for the orientation tour of Milan.
The tour highlights include: Arco della Pace, Parco Sempione, Castello Sforzesco, Piazza dei
Mercanti, Piazza Duomo, Piazza Fontana, Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, Teatro della Scala,
Pinacoteca di Brera(no entrances) After the tour you will be dropped back to the hotel. Overnight
in Milan hotel. Meals: Breakfast

Day 8 – Milan – Lugano | Lake Como & Belliga tour
After breakfast, check out of the hotel and transfer onwards to
Lugano. Enroute visit Lake como and belliga. Northwards to the
mountainous lake district, head to the picturesque lakeside town
of Como, famed for the production of silk. A walking around the
city with visit to the Cathedral with its gothic facade and rich
tapestries decorating the interior. At 12:00, depart for a boat
cruise on the lake of Bellagio. We will reach the village at around
1:30pm to enjoy a short visit and to have some free time. After
the tour you will depart onwards to Lugano. Check in the lugano hotel and rest of the evening is
free and easy. Overnight in Lugano hotel. Meals: Breakfast

Day 9 – Lugano - Lucerne | Visit the Swiss Miniature park | Lake
Lucerne Cruise
After breakfast, check out of the hotel and transfer to the Swiss
Miniature park. Swissminiatur shows you the most picturesque
sites of Switzerland: towns, villages, monuments, transportation,
etc. All 120 models at scale of 1:25. The Swissminiatur's Model
Railway has a length of 3560 metres. The whole installation is
mechanical and centrally controlled. Inside the park, there is one
self-service restaurant which offers not only the continental food. Souvenirs are also available
from the Kiosk. After the tour you will depart onwards to Lucerne . Check in the hotel and rest of
is free.
Later in evening you will be picked from hotel and dropped at cruise pier for the short lake
Lucerne cruise. Relax on the main or upper deck of the spacious 161-foot (49-meter) vessel while
you listen to commentary about the majestic sights via your audio headset. With an expert

captain at the helm, you’ll motor past forested hillsides and verdant meadows nestled against
looming mountain peaks. Purchase drinks and snacks from the onboard bar(extra cost) .After the
cruise you will be dropped back to the hotel. Overnight in Lucerne hotel. Meals: Breakfast

Day 10- Lucerne | Explore Mt. Titlis
Breakfast at the hotel. Today explore Mt. Titlis. Bus ride to
Engelberg, where the breath-taking journey to Mt. Titlis begins.
Enjoy the spectacular sight of the glacier's deep crevasses and
gigantic ice boulders from the revolving cable car ROTAIR. At the
top of Mt. Titlis (10'000 ft. above sea level), a high alpine
panorama awaits you. You will have magnificent views of the Alps
from the restaurants (lunch excl.) or the sun terrace. Visit the Ice
Grotto or take a ride with the chairlift IceFlyer, which brings you close to the crevasses. After the
visit you will enjoy and orientation tour of Lucerne. (on own). Transfer later to your hotel.
Overnight in Lucerne hotel. Meals: Breakfast

Day 11: Lucerne – Interlaken | Visit Ballenberg Open air
museum | Orientation tour of Interlaken
After breakfast, check out of the hotel and transfer to Interlaken.
Enroute you will visit the Swiss Open Air Museum. The Ballenberg
Open-Air Museum lies at the heart of Switzerland between the
popular regions Haslital Meiringen-Hasliberg and Interlaken. The
hilly and wooded museum grounds outside Brienz are surrounded
by beautiful mountain scenery. In more than one hundred historic
buildings visitors to Ballenberg can look around as the fancy takes
them, and get an idea of what life was like in years gone by.
Traditionally useful plants, vegetables and medicinal herbs are exhibited in the gardens. After
exploring the place you will be transferred to Interlaken. Check in the hotel and freshen up. Later
in evening depart for the orientation tour of Interlaken. (no entrance). Overnight in Interlaken.
Meals: Breakfast & Local Lunch

Day 12: Interlaken | Full day Excursion to Mt. Jungfraujoch
After breakfast, you will depart for the excursion of Mt.
Jungfraujoch. From Interlaken, the heart of the Jungfrau region
mountain world and uniquely situated between two lakes, we
make our way to famous mountain resort Grindelwald where we
board the cogwheel train for a spectacular ride via Kleine
Scheidegg to Jungfraujoch. Stunning views of the world-famous
triple peaks of Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau accompany you all the
way to the top. Once on the top, immerse yourself in the
fascinating high-Alpine wonderland of ice, snow and rock. Experience the adventure tour "Alpine
Sensation" marking the 100-year anniversary of the Jungfrau Railway and visit the Sphinx
Observation Terrace and Plateau with the most breathtaking panoramic views of snow-capped
peaks, neighboring countries and Europe's longest glacier, the Aletsch Glacier. Stroll through the
tunnels of the Ice Palace located in the heart of the glacier , a once in a lifetime experience! After
the excursion you will return back to the hotel. Overnight in Interlaken. Meals: Breakfast

Day 13: Interlaken – Geneva | Visit Bern & Old town
After breakfast, check out and travel onwards to Geneva. Enroute
visit Berm the Capital of Swiss & Old town. The best way to
discover the unique beauty of Bern's Old Town is on the UNESCO
Old Town Stroll. Walk and hear facts, anecdotes, the humorous,
and the serious about the past and present. Come along and
discover the Swiss capital and UNESCO World Heritage Site at its
beautiful best. In the afternoon take the advantage of the
exclusive opportunity to view Bern's landmark the Clock Tower
(Zytglogge) from inside. See the clock's fascinating 16th-century
mechanism, and as a highlight enjoy the fantastic view of the capital city's roofs and alleyways.
After the tour you will travel onwards to Geneva. Check in the hotel and rest of the day is free.
Later in afternoon depart for the orientation tour of Geneva. Discover the International Geneva
through the world's peacemaking organizations. Hear all about the peaceful site and diplomatic
places such as Red Cross, UN, Unicef, WTO. Let yourself enjoy the beautiful shores of Lake
Geneva, its attraction as the famous fountain "Jet d'eau" and the flower clock. Explore Geneva
old town on our mini-train, you will be taking a step back in time with Saint Peter's cathedral:
known as the church where John Calvin gave his inspiring sermons during the mid-16th century.
The imposing Romanesque-Gothic church with a neoclassical facade still dominates the center of
the international Swiss town. On this stroll, you will also explore Place Bourg-de-four, original
market place, the arsenal and the town hall; lose yourself in the grandeur and beauty of this
culturally influential town. Overnight in Geneva
Meals: Breakfast

Day 14: Geneva – Paris | Illumination tour of Paris with Cruise &
Eiffel tower
After breakfast. Check out and transfer to Paris. Check in the
hotel and freshen up. Later in evening depart tour of paris. The
first part of this tour will be a stop at the foot of the Eiffel Tower,
where we will catch the famous Eiffel Tower lift as far as the 2nd
floor to have an unforgettable panoramic view of Paris city. We
then continue the tour with our second stop at the Quai de la
Bourdonnais and board a "Bateau Parisien" boat for a cruise along the River Seine with
multilingual commentaries recorded. The cruise will last 1 hour. After the cruise, we board our
vehicle for a city tour of Paris where we will admire the outstanding buildings and monuments
of this very beautiful city. After that we return to the departure meeting point where the tour
terminates. Overnight in Paris. Meals: Breakfast

Day 15: Paris | Excursion to Versailes
After breakfast, today depart for the excursion to Versailles
estate. The history of the Palace of Versailles starts at the 17th
century. It was first a hunting lodge, then a seat of power, and
finally, from the 19th century onwards, a museum. Composed of
the Palace, the gardens, the Park, the Trianon estate and several
buildings in town, today the Estate of Versailles spread over more
than 800 hectares. After the excursion you will return back to the
hotel. Rest of the evening is free at the hotel. Overnight in Paris
Meals: Breakfast

Day 16: Paris | Half day Visit to Champagne region
After breakfast, today depart for the half day excursion to
Champagne region. The Half-DayTour gives you the possibility to
Discover the Champagne Region in it’s Authenticity and to Taste
different several Champagnes. Visit of Hautvillers, Dom
Perignon’s Village, Berceau du Champagne . Visit of a First
Producer , Explanation of the different steps of the Champagne’s
elaboration. Tasting of different types of Champagnes. Visit of a
Second Producer : Tasting of different types of Champagnes. Back
to your Hotel. Overnight in Paris
Meals: Breakfast

Day 17: Paris | Disneyland theme park
After breakfast, depart today to Disneyland theme park. Discover
the magical world of Disneyland Paris and spend an unforgettable
time of your life meeting all the well known and loved Disney
characters to experiencing the thrill of the rides! This ticket gives
access to Disneyland Park AND Walt Disney Studios Park for one
day. Five enchanting Lands, each one in its own unique setting.
Embark on a truly magical adventure, where classic attractions
and colorful shows bring limitless imaginations to life. The streets
are filled with wonder as beloved Disney Characters glide past whilst singing and dancing in the
parade! And when the sun sets, fireworks and lasers illuminate the night sky - the perfect end to
a family trip that will never, ever be forgotten. After the tour you will return back to the hotel.
Overnight in Paris. Meals: Breakfast

Day 18: Depart Paris
After breakfast, check out clear the extras if any and transfer to the airport.

Inclusions:
 03 nights in Rome hotel with breakfast
 01 nights in Florence hotel with breakfast
 02 nights in Venice hotel with breakfast
 01 nights in Milan hotel with breakfast
 01 nights in Lugano hotel with breakfast
 02 nights in Lucerne hotel with breakfast
 02 nights in Interlaken hotel with breakfast
 01 nights in Geneva hotel with breakfast
 04 nights in Paris hotel with breakfast


Services of AC 8 seater vehicle OR AC 15 seater vehicle from Rome airport to drop off at Paris
airport 15 days with driver.



Services of AC 8 seater vehicle from Rome airport to drop off at Paris airport for all 18
days with driver
Half day Rome city tour with Colosseum and Roman Forum entrance and guided tour
Half day Vatican tour - Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel & St. Peter's entrance with
guide tour
Evening Pizza making class with entrance to restaurant and local guide
Full day excursion to Pompeii and Naples - Royal Palace of Caserta entrance (non –
guided tour)
Half day visit Tivoli Villa Adriana and Villa D'Este entrance (non –guided)



























Orientation Florence walking tour with local guided
Half day visit the Pisa - Pisa Catherdal Learning tower entrance with local guide
Gondola ride in Venice in evening for 30mins entrance with local guide
Half day tour of Murano, Burano and Torcello entrance to glass factory – local guide
Walking tour of Venice local guide(no entrances)
Verona Walking city tour with local guide (no entrances)
Orientation Milan city tour (no entrances)
Half day visit Lake como and Belliga – boat ride ticket como to belliga – non guided
Half day visit the swissminiature – entrance only – non guided
Lake Lucerne scenic cruise 1hrs entrance only - non guided
Explore half day Mt. Titlis with Ice flyer – non guided
Full day explore the Ballenberg Open Air Museum – entrance tickets only – guided tour
with local lunch
Full day Mt. Jungfraugh with train tickets – non guided
Half day visit Bern City & Old town with entrance to Clock tower with local guide
Orientation tour of Geneva – no entrances
Evening Eiffel tower tickets till 2nd level, Siene river cruise for 1 hr and orientation paris
city tour – non guided
Full day visit the Versailles Estate – entrance to entire estate with Audio guide in palace
Half day visit the champagne region - visit the first and second producer and tasting –
local guide
Full day tour to Disneyland theme park – 2 park entrance only in 1 day – non guided

Exclusions:










International air tickets
Visa Charges
Travel Insurance
Meals not mentioned
Sightseeing not mentioned
Guides wherever mentioned
Any other services not mentioned in the above itinerary
Entrances not mentioned
Tips & Porterage

Note: Price Based on 7-8 passengers traveling together

ACCOMMODATION DETAILS FOR THE ABOVE ITINERARY
Place
DELUXE
Rome
Esh Executive Style or Similar
Florence
Ginori Al Duomo or Similar
Venice
Santa Marina hotel or similar
Milan
Michelangelo hotel or similar
Lugano
Lugano Dante Swiss Q hotel or similar
Lucerne
Monopol or similar
Interlaken
Stella or Similar
Geneva
Tiffany or similar
Paris
Best Western Premium or Similar

PRICE IN EURO PER PERSON, EXCL ST 9.00%
ROOMING
DELUXE
TWIN SHARING BASIS
EURO 4446

STANDARD
Caravel hotel or similar
Paris Hotel or similar
Casa Nicolo Priuli hotel or similar
Ibis Milano or similar
International AU Lac or similar
Drei Konige hotel or similar
Chalet Swiss or Similar
Admiral or similar
Belta or similar

STANDARD
EURO 3957

Based on minimum of 6-7 passengers traveling together
PRICE IN EURO PER PERSON, EXCL ST
ROOMING
DELUXE
TWIN SHARING BASIS
EURO 4064 PER PERSON
Based on minimum of 14-15 passengers traveling together

STANDARD
EURO 3576PER PERSON

PACKAGE PRICE: VALIDITY 1ST APR 17 TO 31st OCT’17 BEARING PEAK AND BLOCK OUT PERIODS

IMPORTANT NOTES:
 Package price refers to services mentioned under the package inclusions section in the
proposal
 All children 8 Years & below are charged at 50% of the Adult Cost & all children above the
age of 8 will be considered as adults.
 We urge you to use our services for Flight tickets / Rail tickets/pass (International), Visa
and Insurance.
 Booking Conditions, Amendment and Cancellation charges are applicable as mentioned
on the website under terms and conditions and on the booking form of WORLDTRAVEL
STUDIO HNV PVT LTD.

 Package price will be subject to revision if the travel date falls during high season or during
non-published conferences/special event dates.
 INR equivalent of the package price shown in foreign currency will be calculated on the
basis of the rate of exchange (ROE) prevailing on the date of your payment as advised by
us.
 If any of the mentioned hotels/services are not available, alternate hotels/services may
be offered with or without a difference in cost.
 Request for early hotel check in or late checkout due to flight/rail timings, will be subject
to the discretion of the hotel at extra charges.
 All payment to be made by Cheque/Demand Draft/Direct bank transfer in favour of
WorldTravel Studio HNV PVT Ltd.
5 MONEY SAVING TIPS:






As you are aware, airlines offer dynamic fares, it is advantageous to book flight tickets as
early as possible.
Also, booking the flight early helps you get the desired flight schedules.
Likelihood of getting the desired hotel and room category is higher if you book early,
thereby saving money.
We highly recommend to opt for accommodation suggested by us as per the price points.
Precise information with regard to date of travel, duration, number of tour participants,
accommodation category and sightseeing helps to get appropriate quotation in quickest
time.

